MYRAD FUJIFILM

DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY FOR

TODAY’S VETERINARIAN

myRad

Fully compatible
with PACS and
CLOUD

Digital Radiography

THE COMPLETE “TURN KEY”
DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY SOLUTION
ONLY FROM UNIVERSAL IMAGING

myRad offers a complete Digital Radiography solution that
integrates premium hardware, efficiency optimized software, and
comprehensive Cloud integration, allowing image acquisition and
viewing to be fast, seamless and productive.
ANY GENERATOR, ANY TIME
With FujiFilm’s SmartSwitch (AED) technology, image acquisition
is initiated automatically upon the panel sensing x-ray photons.
This technology enhances generator compatibility by removing
the need for synchronization between the x-ray generator and the
panel.
DYNAMIC VISUALIZATIONTM
FujiFilm’s Dynamic Visualization automatically recognizes
the region of interest and applies optimum image processing
parameters throughout the entire exposure field, producing
images with higher detail and contrast levels for improved window
leveling, and exceptional diagnostic image quality.
VETERINARY OPTIMIZED WITH SIMPLE USER INTERFACE
myRad’s exclusive software configuration was developed and
rigorously tested by leading veterinarians and has been integrated
with FujiFilm’s exclusive FDX Console to simplify and speed up
workflow. With an extra-large image display area, easy-to-read
customizable interface, and intuitive arrangement of operational
buttons, exams are quicker for patients.

With Universal Imaging, you buy it, you own it.
Unlike many of our competitors, we have zero
mandatory ongoing fees and maintenance costs.
(( Extremely reliable: Over 99% uptime rating.
(( Legendary service and reliability
(( Over 90,000 FujiFilm units installed worldwide
(( The #1 choice of radiologists worldwide
(( The most reliable DR solution in vet medicine,
FujiFilm manufactures all components:
hardware, firmware, acquisition software, power
supply, panel, and scintillator.
(( ZERO downtime: 24/7 tech support with loaner
panels available if repair is needed.
(( You own the software: with many competing
systems you are actually renting the software
with fees for upgrading and selling.
(( Full on-site training and installation

800.842.0607 | www.universalimaginginc.com
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technologique
DIGITAL RADIOGRAPHY’S MOST IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGICAL ACHIEVEMENT

exclusive aux services de votre santé

FujiFilm’s patented Irradiation Side Sampling technology focuses its capture electronics at the top of the detector,
opposite conventional designs. This revolutionary method outperforms traditional designs, improving signal strength and
dose efficiency, resulting in images rich in diagnostic content.
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Modèle .............................................. Capteur plan C24i
Type ................................................... Irradiation Side Sampling
Scintillateur ....................................... CsI (Iodure de Césium)
Synchronisation générateur ............. Technologie SmartSwitch
Dimensions externes ........................ 328 x 268 x 15 mm (LxlxH)
Poids .................................................
1,9 kg avec la batterie
CONTROL STATION
FUJIFILM G35ES
FUJIFILM G43ES
TOUCH PANEL WORKSTATION
14” X 17” WIRELESS
DETECTOR
17” X 17”
WIRELESS DETECTOR
Résolution spatiale
...........................
150
µm
Desktop, rolling cart, or wallISS Technology
ISS Technology
Matrice de pixels
.............................. 1920
x 1536
mounted control station that is
Dynamic Visualization
Dynamic Visualization
Standard réseau
sans Technology
fil ................... IEEE
802.11n,
5.2 GHz
tailored to your practice.
SmartSwitch
SmartSwitch
Technology
Temps d’affichage de l’image ........... Environ 1 seconde
The myRad includes cassette sized detectors that can be installed in most existing x-ray systems/tables.
Temps pour réaliser 2 clichés........... 7 secondes
For new x-ray systems, Universal Imaging has a large selection of x-ray generators and tables. Please
consult a Universal Product
for generator,
and installation
options. 3 heures
TempsSpecialist
de recharge
de table
la batterie
..... Environ
Autonomie de la batterie .................. Environ 4 heures
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